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The hydrofracking of horizontal wells in shale gas formations presents a threat to aquifers that is qualitatively and 

quantitatively different than the threats posed by vertically fracked wells. The rapid development of this 

technology has outstripped the ability of most regulatory agencies to effectively deal with the environmental 

threat to aquifers and surface drinking water over wide areas of the United States where shale gas deposits are 

found.  

 

1. The horizontal hydrofracking (HHF) of shale strata is not dissimilar from exploding a bomb underground. 

The pressures involved and the amount of fluid moved would qualify the hydrofrack as a large, powerful 

explosion capable of producing earthquakes, such as the tremor measuring 2.8 on the Richter Scale on 

June 2, 2009 at Cleburne, Texas. The pressures, volumes, and horizontal configuration of the well make 

it more likely that it will pollute aquifers than a conventional vertical well.  

 

2. Frack Pressures – The fracking pressure in a shale gas well has to be extreme in order to break up the rock 

– as much as 15,000 pounds per square inch (psi).
1
 That is equivalent to the water pressure six miles deep 

in the ocean. By comparison, a thermobaric “air bomb” used in Afghanistan has an explosive pressure of 

about 500 psi, and it can be heard up to 100 hundred miles away.
2
  From a pressure standpoint, the 

horizontal hydrofracturing of shale is effectively the explosion of a pipe bomb underground.  

 

3. Volume of Fracking Fluids – Since the fracked area itself can be quite long, the amount of fracking fluids 

in a shale gas well can exceed a million gallons. That is equivalent to about fifty (50) residential 

swimming pools; or by weight, approximately 2,500 automobiles. Based on the volume of fluids moved, 

the fracking of a shale formation amounts to a massive water bomb.  

 

4. Faulting as Pathways into Aquifers – The fact that the fracked area of a well is horizontal and of a 

considerable length simply increases the odds that some vertical faulting or micro faulting will be 

encountered (figure 1).  

Figure 1.   

 

Since 3-D seismic is not typically done on shale gas laterals, there is a significant risk of encountering 

faulting. As quoted in a recent report on an article in E&P (Exploration & Production) Magazine: “One 

statement of Brooks' that I have trouble with, having myself worked several Gas Shale Plays utilizing 
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3D Seismic, is that „Blanket formations have reduced the need for seismic analysis to identify drilling 

prospects.‟ (p. 8). With proper interpretation, disasters can be avoided, and the wise operators avail 

themselves of 3D Seismic to prevent those disasters.  Faulting of the objective Gas Shale, if not 

addressed, can definitely create completion issues or even cause the horizontal laterals to go „out of zone‟ 

if not recognized.”
 3

 In layman‟s language, this means that in shale formations, once the presence and 

thickness of the formation is established, the drilling companies do not perform further seismic data 

collection, which would lead to identifying faulting in the area. (This is not the case with most vertical 

wells, many of which depend on 3D seismic for success.) Unfortunately, the lower tier of New York 

State is riddled with likely major faults (figure 2) and with localized faulting that has not been 

sufficiently mapped.
4
  If the frack hits any vertical faulting, the faults can be opened up as pathways 

for the gas and fracking fluid to enter strata above the shale, including aquifers.  

 
Figure 2: Faults in Southern New York 

 

5. Higher Porosity and Permeability as Pathways into Aquifers – In some areas, it is axiomatic that the shale 

formation is less permeable and less porous than other oil and gas bearing strata. In the Fort Worth Basin 

of Texas, the local Barnett Shale was bypassed for more porous, more permeable strata. When the shale is 

fractured, the frack may also frack less permeable adjacent strata. This in turn could release gas and 

fracking fluid into the more permeable strata. If these strata communicate with an aquifer, they can 

serve as a pathway for gas and fracking fluid to get into the aquifer, polluting it.  Unfortunately, there 

are sizeable aquifers over the Marcellus and Utica Shales (figure 3). 
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 Figure 3.  

  

 

6. Separation and Migration of Fracking Fluids into Aquifers - While the amount of chemicals in the 

fracking fluid are small on a percentage basis, they include hydrocarbons, such as benzene and diesel 

fuel,
5
 which are lighter than water and can separate from the water after being introduced into the fracked 

area. If communication is established with an aquifer – either via faulting or via higher porosity strata - 

the fracking chemicals, none of which are potable – can rise higher into the formation, polluting the 

water. When water wells are contaminated by hyrdofracking, this separation of the lighter oils 

accounts for their disproportionate presence in water samples.  

 

7. Introduction of Natural Gas into Aquifers – Either via faulting or by penetrating a higher permeability 

formation, the natural gas released by the frack can enter aquifers. Since natural gas is made up of non-

potable chemicals – propane, butane, methane, etc. – it can and does pollute water-bearing strata.
6
 

 

8. Horizontal Orientation Increases Likelihood of Pollution – Unlike a vertical well, the lateral section of an 

HHF is much more likely to go under surface water sources - lakes, streams, springs, and rivers. This in 

turn increases the likelihood of exposing such water bodies via faulting to fracking fluids and natural gas.  

 

9. Size of the Formation – The extent of shale gas formations in the United States is extensive – far greater 

than other oil and gas formations, including some considered giants, like the Permian Basin.
7
 These shale 

gas deposits are often located near heavily populated areas – as in New York – which are far more 

environmentally fragile than oil fields in flat, xeric environments, such as the Yates Field in New Mexico. 

The mere extent of the shale gas deposits should be sufficient reason for heightened environmental 

controls.  

 

10. Lack of Protection for Municipal Surface Drinking Water – Regulatory oversight of HHF near drinking 

water sources varies dramatically from state to state. For instance, in Texas, virtually all municipal 

surface drinking water sources are reservoirs owned or controlled by municipal water districts or 

municipalities. Drilling next to or under such a reservoir would come under the scrutiny of the 

municipality that owns the water. No such protections are available to most New Yorkers. The 

municipalities that use state-owned lakes for drinking water do not control the lakes or the shoreline. New 

York City is an exception to this, since it owns and operates drinking water reservoirs. Other New York 

citizens have no such jurisdictional safeguards.  
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11. Conclusions – While the toxicity of the chemicals used in horizontal hydrofracking of shale gas may be 

no worse than vertical conventional wells, the process has unique characteristics that make aquifers more 

vulnerable to this technology. The horizontal hydrofracking of shale gas is a potential delivery 

mechanism for toxic chemicals and natural gas into aquifers. The extent of such shale gas deposits 

indicates that their exploitation can cause unprecedented environmental problems.  

 

A. The pressures and volumes involved in HHF are massive. If the frack encounters any vertical 

faulting or micro faulting or if the frack enters a higher permeability strata above the shale, the 

immense pressure of the frack can expose areas outside the shale to gas and fracking fluids. The 

gas pressures of a successful well will insure that the gas goes “out of zone”. 

 

B. The horizontal orientation of the fracked area increases the odds that a vertical fault or micro 

faulting will be encountered. That is, the well bore is more likely to drill through a fault – 

perpendicularly – than if the well bore were vertically “parallel” to vertical faulting. Such 

horizontal orientation greatly increases the likelihood that a HHF well bore will go under surface 

water sources – rivers, streams and lakes – potentially exposing them to pollutants via faulting.  

 

C. Municipal surface drinking water is particularly vulnerable to being polluted by HHF activity, if 

the users of the drinking water – the municipalities – do not own the water source. They will have 

no oversight over drilling near or under the lakes that supply their water. The extent of shale gas 

deposits in the United States threatens many such water supplies.  

 

We recommend: 

 
 That drilling companies be fully subject to the regulations under the Safe Drinking Water Act, as 

they were prior to 2005. 

 

 That seismic data be collected on each new lateral section to be fracked. Such seismic data will show 

if any faulting is present in the target fracking zone and if that faulting communicates with any aquifers. 

 This will address the risks of polluting aquifers via localized faulting, having the frack go out of zone, 

spills, or well casing failures into aquifers. If the seismic data shows that there is any chance that the frack 

zone will communicate with an aquifer, drilling and fracking should not be allowed to proceed.  
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